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The Beginning of the End



•Tiered allocation

•Trust

•Delivery logistics

Challenges of COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution



Phased Allocation of COVID-19 Vaccines:  ACIP



COVID-19  Vaccine Prioritization:  Dec 9 Update



Up and Coming:  Conversations Over Allocatoin



Trust:  Public Attitudes about Receiving a COVID-19 Vaccine



Trust:  Trends in National Public Attitudes











• Cold storage requirements due to instability of lipid nanoparticle encased mRNA

−Pfizer shipped at -103 degrees F, stored 5 days in refrigerator

▪ Will use “thermal shippers” which maintain cold 10 days unopened

▪ Reusable and can be used as temporary storage containers by replenishing dry ice q 5 days, for 
up to 3 re-icings

▪ Hold 975 doses, making use in lower population areas harder

−Moderna:  shipped & long-term storage at -4 degrees F, stored 30 days in refrigerator

−Criteria may change over time

• Multidose vials for faster packaging (5 Pfizer, 10 Moderna) make scheduling to avoid wastage more 
critical (current vaccines single dose except flu, polio)

• Two doses (21 d Pfizer, 28 d Moderna), non-interchangeable

−Mandatory use of CIIS

−Reminder recall 

• Enlarging vaccine options over time:  who stocks which?

Distribution Challenges:  Logistics



•Timing EUA, ACIP recommendations, initial release

•Manufacturing capacity

•Which vaccines to use in whom over time
−Match to target group
−Value in previously infected

•Untested populations:  children, pregnant F

•Vaccine Mandates

• Impact on other preventive measures

•Effective messaging by population and time

• Likely others we haven’t thought about

COVID-19 Vaccine:  Pending Issues



Achieving Herd Immunity*

• Herd immunity calculation

−1 – 1/Ro

− If Ro 3.0, then 65%

• If population susceptibility not uniform (due to behavior or biology), Herd Immunity Threshold 
(HIT) could be lower

− If most susceptible individuals infected/vaccinated first, remaining population is less at risk

• Even if HIT is met, outbreaks can still occur (eg, measles in 2019)

• HI depends on both vaccine efficacy ( & duration of immunity) and coverage

−65% effective vaccine needs 100% coverage to get to HIT 

−80% effective vaccine needs 80% coverage to get to HIT

−90% effective vaccine needs 70% coverage to get to HIT

• Herd immunity is a continuum

−Even a partially effective vaccine can provide value/save lives

* Adapted from Dr. David Dowdy, Johns Hopkins U, NVAC meeting 6/9/20



Questions?


